Introduction
This paper will explore some of the ways in which the neo-liberal impetus toward the privatisation of state schooling signaled in the Education Reform Act 1988 (ERA) has become embedded in the English school system through a variety of related and subsequent policy moves, devices, programmes and initiatives. Four main points will be made. First, that ERA itself was of huge strategic rather than substantive importance as far as privatisation is concerned. For the first time it made privatisation thinkable as a practical policy option for state education and introduced a basic 'market form' into state education (see Ball 1990) . Second, by tracing the lineage of privatisation from ERA onwards the 'ratchet' effect of small and incremental policy moves can be identified, which have disseminated, embedded and naturalised privatisation within public sector provision. Third, that while privatisation has been taken up and taken much further by New Labour than it had been by the Conservatives there are differences between the two sets of governments in the role of privatisation in education policy and the role of the state. Fourth, the participation of private providers in the planning and delivery of state services has put the private sector at the very heart of policy. I will say something about both 'endogenous' and 'exogenous' privatisation but will concentrate primarily on the latter. At points in the paper I will draw upon interviews and 'performance outputs', and those easiest and cheapest to teach, and whose presence attracts others like them. Concomitantly, those students who add 'negative-value', those with Special Needs, those for whom English is a second language, or those with social or emotional difficulties are avoided where possible in this economy.
In some respects, in relation to some of the economic thinking in and around the Conservative Party at the time of the ERA, these moves to create a school market were modest. There were more radical ideas being mooted, like Junior Education Minister Bob Dunn's proposal for an experiment involving 'crown and company schools'. However, as indicated already my argument is that the overall significance of the ERA as regards privatisation generally was strategic rather than substantive and in both respects has to be considered alongside a number of other policy moves toward privatisation in or related to education which created windows of opportunity for and raised the ambition of private providers. Tables (1992) created the infrastructure for endogenous privatisation as a result of which schools were 'encouraged' to compete for recruitment and employ promotional techniques (see Gewirtz, Ball et al. 1995) There is not enough space here to discuss all of these developments fully. I will address further just two; contracting out and improvement services.
Out-sourcing
Out-sourcing in education takes numerous forms and again I will discuss two. They are, the contracting out of organisational management 
